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President’s Report

K

ia ora koutou katoa. The first month of the
year is past already and I have also finished
the end of my first year as President. For me
it has been a very busy year and a learning year for
me. Thanks to the support of Graeme Quensell and
the succession plan he put in place during his term
as President, my switch from the Executive Director
to the President was a smooth one. The momentum
of the branch never changed and it was business as
usual. I would also like to thank my fellow Branch
Councillors this year for their support and the work
that they have done for the Branch. I would like to
single out a couple of people from the Branch who
have gone that extra mile.
Firstly, John Booth, he has just come to the end of
an eight-year stint as a Branch Councillor and is now
standing down, hopefully not for too long. He has
given so much of his time over the years to make a
special visit to each of the recruits courses to give
them an insight to the IFE and to encourage them
in the future to join us. He does this in partnership
with our Partner company PSL. John has also been
our Partnership representative who works to not
only secure the Partners but also to help maintain
our healthy relationships with them, without their
support our Branch could not undertake half the
activities that we do, like providing CPD seminars.
Lastly John is always there to give a helping hand
when needed to run the large event of FireNZ. On
behalf of the Branch I would like to thank John for
his hard work and I hope to see him on the Branch
Council again in the future.
Secondly, Marcel Sanders, the past Chairman of
the Auckland Group. Marcel has represented the
Auckland group on the Council and has helped
with exams. He has managed to keep the Auckland
Group going and run a few seminars over the last
few years. He has now stepped down from the role
of Chairman of the Auckland Group but will stay
on as Vice Chairman to support the new Chairman
Michael Clifford. I am sure no matter what role
Marcel takes that he will always work tirelessly
to help promote and support the IFE. Thank you,
Marcel, for your hard work.
Lastly, I would like to mention Jason Hill. Jason
has just stood down as the Otago/Southland
Group representative and decided to run as an
independent candidate and was successful.
Although relatively new to the IFE and to the
Branch, Jason jumped straight into the role of
Media and Conference portfolio. He was a guiding
hand this year in delivering to us one of the biggest
Platinum Partner

Gold Partners

FireNZ conferences to date. Believe me when I say
delivering a conference of this nature and size is
no easy feat and takes a lot of time and dedication.
Thank you, Jason, for your efforts.
I have previously stated this year has been the
busiest for the Branch with more CPD events this
year than in the last 5 years put together. This
was rounded off with our final event of the year
and that was the FireNZ conference. This year the
conference was turned into a 3-day event, with
about 15% more exhibitors and about 10% more
delegates. It makes this event a premier event in the
Fire Industry calendar and hopefully we can keep
this event going and keep improving it. There were
a couple of highlights for me with the event that I
would like to mention.
The first memorable moment was the presentation
at the President’s dinner of the Companion Award to
Graeme Quensell. Graeme has been an IFE member
for more than 30 years and has been a member
of the Branch Council for about 12 of those years.
He has represented NZ at the International General
Assembly in the UK and recently just finished his
term as the Leader of the International General
Assembly. When Brian Davey, our International
President, presented Graeme with his award, it was
the first time I have seen him speechless. Well done
Graeme and well deserved.
This year at the conference was the first time that we
have introduced a careers day for the fire industry.
It is a known fact that there is a shortage of qualified
people in the industry and the number of overseas
people in our NZ industry is increasing. In fact, I
was at a workshop this year in Auckland with 32
fire engineers and out of them there were only 6
kiwis. This is because there is very little information
available on our industry and we are not promoting
it enough to school leavers or careers advisors.
We took this opportunity to change that. With the
help of some people from the industry we gave the
attendees a view into the various careers available
in the industry ranging from alarm and sprinkler
technicians through to evacuation consultants and
IQP’s. The format we used was a success and next
year will continue this hopefully with support from
other agencies.
The conference proper was opened by New Zealand
Fire Service National Commander Paul Baxter. Paul
gave an update on FENZ and the timeline to date.
I am personally looking forward to the challenges
ahead and I hope Paul continues to lead us through
the transition. I thank Paul and the NZFS for
supporting the IFE and I hope FENZ continues this
long term relationship.
The IFE workshop centred on fire fighters this year
with emphasis on fire fighter safety. Adam Course,
Watch Officer Avon Fire and Rescue, who gave
a presentation on the IFE sponsored Fire Fighter

Injury and Near Miss
Database. This is
a tool that can be
used to track trends
from
injuries/near
misses around the
world so that we can
either improve our
procedures or improve
our
equipment.
This was followed
by Jason Krusen,
Special
Operation
Commander and President of the Smoke Coalition
Group, who gave us an in-depth presentation
on the dangers of smoke and carcinogens and
how we can utilise current equipment we have
more effectively to provide better protection
from carcinogens. Paul Smith, SSO NZFS, then
introduced the Workplace Carcinogen Programme
which will assist fire fighters to protect themselves
from carcinogens. After Jason’s presentation,
all those in the room were totally committed to
improving fire-ground practices and the WCEP
programme is a step in the right direction.
The conference was a big event and after 3
days of speakers and visits it was time for a bit
of R&R. Thanks to another one of our Partners,
Metalcraft who sponsored a kiwiana experience
for our international speakers. The speakers were
treated to a tour of the Hauraki Gulf (unfortunately
the weather meant it was not plain sailing) which
included a night in the Coromandel and a day at
the NZFS National Fishing Competition. The crew
at Coromandel provided some great hospitality
to our guests including a first for them, a hangi.
Unfortunately, the fishing during the competition
was hard, however the following day Adam was
thrilled when he landed his biggest fish ever, a
kingfish. It was great that our guest speakers
could actually enjoy a bit of NZ on their visit,
thanks Metalcraft.
2017 year is shaping up to be another big one
with many events on the horizon. I look forward
to attending these around the country and hope
that you can make the effort to support them too
when they happen. Lastly I would like to welcome
Michael Clifford, the new Auckland Group
representative and Mark Probert-Southam to the
Branch Council. I am sure that these two will be
great assets to the council.
I hope you enjoyed the festive season and I hope
that 2017 is going to be a prosperous year for
members and the IFE.
Mihinui ki a koutou,

Trent Fearnley
President | IFE New Zealand Branch

THE NEW ZEALAND JOURNAL FOR FIRE PROFESSIONALS

Executive Director’s Report

W

elcome to the first issue of Fire Risk Management for 2017.
Being the start of the New Year and first communication
with our members provides the opportunity to reflect and
look forward to what 2017 may bring.
The highlight of the IFE calendar of course was FireNZ and the
bringing together of our membership, partners, invited local and
international guests. A conference specific article is provided
further on in this issue as are other articles introducing our new
branch Councillors as well as those providing a flavour of things to
come for 2017.

Annual General Meeting
During FireNZ we held our Annual General Meeting at which we
presented the audited accounts for 2015. I was pleased to advise
that we remain in a healthy financial position. The accounting system
continues to work well, providing up to date and accurate information
for the Branch Council. Our current financial position remains
strong principally due to Income from the FireNZ conference,
continued partnership support and continued membership growth
in all sectors of Fire Engineering. Following approval the accounts
they were subsequently sent to the IFE Board of Directors in the UK
along with the approved minutes of the previous AGM.

Membership News
Due to our financial position we have been able to maintain
membership fees at the same rate as the previous year.
Internationally, membership rates have increased however we
have been able to take advantage of the current exchange and
the Council considered it important where possible not to pass on
increases to our members, noting that we made a small loss last
per membership.
A new membership database has been procured by IFE HQ
providing an opportunity to review our existing processes for issuing
membership cards and renewal letters. Modern technology is
naturally driving us to a paperless society and our new database
is no different. As part of this database upgrade the future of
membership cards has been debated and changes are expected
in the future. In the meantime this year’s membership cards have
been made NZ branch specific with branch contact details and
other information provided on the rear of the card.

Industry Liaison and
Technical Representation
Last year also saw improved and better recognised relationships with
various organisations including the Ministry of Business, Innovation
and Employment (MBIE) and the FPA with the IFE starting to
have a more recognised voice and active participation in the Fire
Programme workshops and with other fire industry representation.
We have had the MBIE present at a Council meeting and we are
also attending FPA Council meetings regularly. The website has

been updated and we should start to see
the fruits of this effort in the not too distant
future. An example of the work being
undertaken can be seen with the recent
publications such as the FPANZ Code of
Practice for Gaseous Suppression Systems.
I would like to thank those members
undertaking representation on behalf of
the IFE and also remind the membership
that they have the opportunity to voice
their views via the IFE representatives. The website contains further
details on the activities and representations that we are currently
involved with.

Local Groups
Local groups and keeping them active remains a challenge. The
Branch intends to work hard over the next year to work with the
local groups to allow them to fulfil their potential and provide the
member benefits that they should be delivering. 2017 will see
the relationship with the New Zealand Fire Brigades’ Institute
continued with a number of joint field days being arranged around
the Country which will help to provide opportunities for membership
engagement, particularly for those outside of the main centres and
who do not have ready access to a local group. I would like to thank
the members of the local groups for their continued efforts.

Elections and the New Council Members
2016 saw a number of changes to the make-up of the Branch
Council. As reported by president Fearnley we have seen a number
of people step down and end their terms including Phil Faidley,
Dave Woon, John Booth and Marcel Sanders, the past Chairman of
the Auckland Group. Our thanks to these members for their time on
the Branch Council and contributions.
Our recently elected Council members have already started to have
a positive contribution to the Branch which can be seen on our
website and in attendance at technical meetings. An introduction
is provided to each of the members including the recently elected
chairman of the Auckland Group, Michael Clifford, John Stevenson
and Mark Probert-Southam.
To close I would like to wish all our exam candidates the best of
luck with the IFE examinations that are taking place on Thursday
16th and Friday 17th March. The IFE takes pride in awarding
internationally recognised membership grades and fire-related
qualifications that remain integral to our vision, mission and values.

Ed Claridge MIFireE
Executive Director
The Institution of Fire Engineers New Zealand Branch

UP AND COMING EVENTS
IFE Internal AGM July 2017
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FireNZ 11- 13 October 2017

NZ AGM 12 October 2017

Branch Council Profiles
MICHAEL CLIFFORD

MARK PROBERT-SOUTHAM

JOHN STEVENSON

Michael has been
in New Zealand for
just over 2½ years
and is currently the
Senior Fire Engineer
for CoveKinloch in
Auckland. He is a
Chartered Engineer
and Fellow of the
IFE, a Chartered
Professional Engineer
and Professional Member of IPENZ and
a Fellow of the Chartered Association of
Building Engineers.

Mark is a Senior
Consultant in Marsh’s
New Zealand Risk
Consulting
practice
where he is responsible
for developing and
implementing services
in response to clients’
fire engineering and
fire risk management
needs. Mark also
coordinates property risk control programmes
for a number of Marsh New Zealand’s clients
operating in the Oil Products, Utilities, Public
and Manufacturing sectors.

In 1975 I joined the
railways and worked as
a locomotive engineer,
I then worked for
myself before training
as fire alarm systems
technician
with
Wormald NZ Ltd,
whilst with Wormald
I specialized in the
surveys of life safety
systems including gas flood and sprinkler
systems; I also qualified as VESDA design
engineer during this time.

Michael had a diverse career in the Naval
Air Command Fire Service (Royal Navy)
spanning 24 years, in which he progressed to
the equivalent level of an Assistant Divisional
Officer (Senior Station Officer). In 2003 he left
the Royal Navy and for 13 years ran his own
consultancy practice in the UK, specialising
in fire safety and engineering. Whilst in
private practice he undertook a BEng (Hons)
in Fire Engineering undergraduate degree
followed by the MSc postgraduate degree in
Fire Safety Engineering.
He has been a member of the IFE since
the early 1990’s and quickly progressed to
MIFireE after sitting all four Graduate exams
followed by four membership papers. A
long standing advocate of the IFE, Michael
was a peer reviewer and interviewer for
persons wishing to join the Institution’s fire
risk assessors register in the UK and was a
regular attendee at the South Eastern Groups
CPD sessions.
Since arriving in NZ, he quickly became
involved in the Auckland Group, firstly as
treasurer and then recently, as Chairman.
He also represents the Group on the Branch
committee as well as being the Engineering
Registrants representative.
Michael recognises the value of professional
recognition and his goal has always been
to progress rather than ‘stand-still’, which
was recently demonstrated by his recent
registration as a Chartered Engineer with the
UK’s Engineering Council via the IFE.
During his year’s tenure as the Group
Chairman Michael wishes to raise the profile
of IFE membership throughout the fire
industry, both uniformed and non-uniformed
and with Branch, increase the number
of Engineering Registrants at all levels;
Engineering Technician, Incorporated and
Chartered Engineers.

Mark joined Marsh in October 2015 where
he has been engaged in:
• Helping clients define potential fire
risks related to property and business
continuity protection and communicating
potential solutions to mitigate these risks.
• Developing project specification reviews
for upgrading fire protection systems and
witnessing commissioning tests.
• Undertaking Property Underwriting
Information site surveys and identifying
potential fire and other property risk
improvement opportunities.
Before joining Marsh, Mark was engaged as a
Senior Fire Engineer with the New Zealand Fire
Service, and was engaged for 12 years prior to
that in various fire engineering technical and
consulting roles in the UK. Mark’s experience
during this period included:
• Undertaking site / building inspections
and assessing from a fire safety
perspective.
• Carrying out post fire investigations and
audits, providing origin and cause and
identifying deficiencies in active and
passive fire protection systems.
• Reviewing projects with clients and
design team members to clarify
advantages of fire engineered solutions.
• Investigation into new innovative active
and passive fire safety systems.

EDUCATION
•
•

BSc (Hons) Degree in Fire Science – University
of Leeds, Leeds, UK
MSc Degree in Fire Investigation – Anglian
Ruskin University, Cambridge, UK

AFFILIATIONS
•
•
•
•

Institute of Fire Engineers (IFE) - Associate
Society of Fire Protection Engineers (SFPE) –
Friend of the NZ Chapter
Fire Investigators Association of New Zealand –
Member
Branch Council Member (IFE)

Wormald sent me to look after the SKYCITY
sites in Auckland (7 buildings) it was
here that I was asked to apply for the Fire
Services Coordinators role, during this time
I also gained my formal fire engineering
qualifications from the IFE.
I was also a volunteer fire fighter and this is
where I gained my most valuable training
in working under stress and dealing with
emotional situations, I then transferred to the
Operational Support Role
I hold Graduate status with the IFE and
Fellow Fire Brigades Institute of New Zealand
I also hold trade qualifications for Fire
Alarm and Sprinkler systems and Passive
Fire protection, Hand Held Fire Fighting
Equipment, and Advanced Certificate in
Adult teaching, I used my trade skills and
knowledge to gain Graduate status via the
independent route
I have worked within the fire industry since
1991 with various companies, including the
in house fire engineer for SKYCITY.
My current role is the Account Manager-Fire
Protection for COMPETENZ, where I am
responsible for the training of fire protection
apprentices and trainees. I am leaving
COMPETENZ at the end of this year and I
am taking up the role of IQP/Compliance
Manager with Fire Security Services at
the Auckland Branch, I will still have the
responsibility of guiding those in training at
Fire Security Services on a national basis.
I am also currently on the council for the
Auckland Branch and the NZ Council, I
stood for these roles as I firmly believe the
IFE has role in training and providing CPD
opportunities for members

Local Group Updates
AUCKLAND
The 2016 AGM took plce just before FireNZ and resulted in a number
of changes within the committee.
The changes of committee members comprised Mike Candy, Jack
Maddox, Mike Shaw and Dave Woon all standing down. Michael
Clifford took over the Chairman’s role from Marcel Sanders, who
volunteered for the Vice Chairman’s role giving the committee a
degree of continuity. Mark PRobert-Southam took over the reins as
the secretary/treasurer, Etienne changed status from co-opted to a
full member and two new members were elected; these being John
Stevenson and Bradley Quinn which brought the committee up to full
strength at ten persons. Of this ten, 40% are NZFS and the remaining
60% from industry. This gives the committee a good mix of uniformed
and non-uniformed members.
Due to apathy within the Auckland Group, the major AGM topic was
the possible dissolution of the group. A healthy debate followed and
it was agreed unanimously that the committee should keep trying for
another year and then review input from all committee and the group
members.
Membership of the group stands at just over one hundred people
and the committee agreed that new members are required, both
NZFS, volunteer and private FS and fire engineers with a number
of strategies discussed. Ideas included targeting industry to ensure
a more diverse mix of members within the group and in addition it
would raise the profile of the Institution throughout the fire sector.
Another thought involved inviting fire engineers to have ‘ride-alongs’
to give them the opportunity to appreciate the access issues that
NZFS encounter operationally.
At the first 2017 group committee meeting, a number of goals were
agreed upon to help push the group forward. These being:

•
•
•
•

Encourage good committee attendance.
Ensuring tasks are completed in good time.
Encourage group involvement with CPD visits and Club 22
presentations.
Raising awareness of IFE exams throughout the sector.

Future CPD events include a half-day session to cover the Tanamera
incident, a cruise ship visit and a potential session to cover the issues
involved with retirement homes/supported living. With John coming
on board the first visit has been arranged with Glenbrook Steelmill
planned for 7 April 2017.
The committee is already looking ahead to see how the group can
celebrate the upcoming IFE 2018 centenary and what the committee
could organise for the membership and when it should be held. A
number of ideas were discussed with a request for additional ideas
from the committee for the next meeting.
FireNZ 2016 was held at the ASB Showgrounds in Auckland which
appeared to be a good venue. A few areas of improvement were
raised by the committee which included bringing more exhibitors
in to try to fill the exhibition hall, the requirement for a manned IFE
membership stand in a high profile position and perhaps a revamp of
the President’s dinner to include a formal dinner or a rebranding to
the President’s drinks.
A very positive start to the year, with the committee energised and
looking forward to the challenges that the new twelve months bring.

Michael Clifford FIFireE

Auckland Group Chairman

AUCKLAND GROUP EVENT
The Auckland group are pleased to announce that we will be hosting
two guest speakers from Underwriters Laboratories (UL) in America.
The event is currently being planned for the 2nd May and will feature Al
Ramirez and Joe Zureikat.
Alfredo (Al) Ramirez is Regional Regulatory Services Manager within
the UL Fire and Building Materials group. (Al will be presenting on fire
spread and UL’s research on the speed of fire spread in current homes
versus dwellings up to 50 years ago).
Ghanem (Joe) Zureikat is Engineering Leader within our Life Safety &
Security division and is a technical expert on smoke detectors and fire
control panels.

UL’s aim is to advance safety science through research and investigation
to prevent or reduce loss of life and property and to promote safe
living and working environments for all people. UL’s Firefighter Safety
Research Institute is dedicated to increasing firefighter knowledge to
reduce injuries and deaths in the fire service and in the communities
they serve. Working in partnership with the fire service, research
departments and agencies, FSRI executes cutting-edge firefighter
research and makes the results widely available to the global fire
community. http://ulfirefightersafety.org/
Further information and details on the event will be available through the
normal channels shortly.

LOOKING FOR IFE EXAM MATERIAL?
NZFS Library Services have all the texts on the current IFE reading list. We also provide online access to NZ +
international codes and standards.
Our Online Library Catalogue is on the internet. Members of the NZFS community can use it to request IFE
texts. You will also find books, articles and more on fire safety engineering and related topics.
Log in using your NZFS username. If you are new to the NZFS Library, please register.
To find us on the NZFS intranet, type “library” into the Firenet search box. We can also help you keep current with our monthly Bulletin of new books,
articles and more in fire engineering. Ask us how to sign up. For IFE members not in the NZFS community, contact us with your requests. We can lend
you IFE exam texts.
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FireNZ 2016 – Recap
Our annual FireNZ conference held in conjunction with the Fire
Protection Association and the New Zealand Chapter of the Society
of Fire Protection Engineers continued to showcase our industry
and the benefits of partnering with the other fire organisations.
The Theme ‘How Safe is Safe - Evolving Fire Safety’ provided
an opportunity for numerous local and international speakers
to discuss the various issues affecting the fire community both
locally and globally.
The three day event held at the ASB Showgrounds in Auckland
started with a variety of options for delegates including site visits
to the Winstone GIB factory, Waterview Tunnels and the Auckland
Airport Crash Rescue Service. A careers event aimed at careers
advisors and institutes to encourage school leavers to the fire
protection industry was open to all and a full-day seminar on the
current state of knowledge and research in human evacuation
from buildings. The FireNZ trade show also began on day one
which was held in partnership with the New Zealand Security
Association increasing the number of trade stands to over 70. Day
one ended on a high for the IFE where at the IFE presidents dinner
Graeme Quensell was presented with IFE Companion membership
for his long standing membership and work on the Branch Council
and the International General Assembly. Brian Davey also spoke
about being honoured as our International President and wore the
Korowai presented to him at the UK during his inauguration.
Adam Course

Day two started with opening addresses from the three organisations
including one from President Trent Fearnley. These were followed
by New Zealand Fire Service National Commander Paul Baxter
who gave the key note address providing an update on FENZ and
the current work being undertaken to undertake the transition of
the Fire Service. IFE international speakers then followed including
Adam Course from the UK speaking about Fire Fighter Safety and
Jason Krusen from the USA on Preventing Smoke Exposure in
Firegrounds. The afternoon was split into three workshop streams
that covered a wide range of topics of interest including the IFE
stream provided by Adam Course, Paul Smith and Jason Krusen.
The afternoon finished with the IFE AGM and concluded with the
gala dinner that along with the evening’s entertainment provided a
valuable opportunity for networking.
The final day of the conference started with a combined morning
session including president Trent Fearnley speaking about Solar
Panels and DC Danger Zone followed by further presentations
throughout the day including one from Ed Claridge on Assessing
Passive Fire defects in Existing Buildings. Finally closing address
were provided to round of this very successful event.
Planning for this year’s conference is now underway with the
proposed dates being the 11-14th October and being held again
at the ASB Showgrounds.
Ed Claridge

Paul Baxter

Paul Smith
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IFE AND NZFBI FIELD DAYS
2017 will see the relationship with the New Zealand Fire
Brigades’ Institute continued with a number of joint field days
being arranged around the Country. The Field Days aim to
promote and encourage the interest of fire fighters, fire engineers
and those involved in the fire industry in topics relevant to their
duties, responsibilities and interests. The field days provide an
opportunity for networking, upskilling of knowledge, gain new
insights and share their learnings with others in their brigade and
wider industry. As well as the normal advertising of events the

UFBA website contains various details of current and past events
including photos.
http://www.ufba.org.nz/events/list/category/nzfbi_events
There are currently three Field Days arranged with a number
more currently being organised. The IFE provides certificates of
Continued Professional Development for each event attended.
For further information please contact John Stevenson by email;
johns@firesecurity.co.nz

IFE ROAD SHOW
GLENBROOK STEEL MILL
FRIDAY 07th APRIL 2017
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SMOKE SEMINAR
The IFE was lucky enough to have Jason Krusen come and give
us a “know your smoke” seminar at the Auckland regional training
centre. We would like to thank the sponsors APCTech Safe and
Honeywell for giving us the ability to do this. IFE members came to
Auckland from as far south as Rotorua
Jason Krusen Is a Special Operations Chief for Columbia Fire
Department - Columbia Fire Department with an extensive career
in Hazmat related calls.
Jason spoke to us about the dangers of smoke, and perhaps more
importantly the hidden dangers of the gases given off at fires, that
are invisible to our senses. Jason presented us with some very
sobering stats about US firefighters that have died as a result of
smoke. There’s the increased rate of cancer but there’s also a high
number of early heart attacks that medical research has linked to
products of combustion.
The biggest take home lesson for me is that normal everyday items
produce a huge range of toxic chemicals, even ones we don’t expect.
I bet you knew Pink Batts don’t burn, but did you know in house fire
temperatures they actually release heaps of formaldehyde, a known
human carcinogen?
It was heartening to find out that our current procedures for
laundering our dirty Level 2 PPE was world leading. Clean PPE
should now be viewed as a source of pride and respect for yourself
and crew mates. Our workplace Carcinogen exposure program
(developed with the UFBA and the PFU) is now at a world leading
level and greatly impressed this traveling expert.
The practical part of the day involved burning common household
materials and measuring the presence of Carbon Monoxide and
Hydrogen Cyanide, two dangerous gases and really good indicators
that other toxins and carcinogens are present.

We used new gas detectors from Honeywell via APCtech safe.
The QRae3 and the ToxiRae gas detectors.
These devices were even capable of GPS and wireless
transmission of data to a command unit (via an AreaRAE pro).
It was really surprising how many chemicals were able to be
generated outside, setting of the CO and HCN alarms on the
detectors, it defies belief what we could be exposed to inside.
The new NZFS respiratory policy is clear, anybody entering a
structure on fire after the fire has been extinguished must wear
BA for at least 45 minutes, Then if the Fire OIC is satisfied of
safety they may give permission to use an air purifying respirator.
If you’re out side in smoke either move out of it or don an air
purifying respirator, even if it’s just vegetation.
Protect your lungs, protect your skin and reduce the chances of
cancer and early onset heart attacks.
You can check out more at Firesmoke.org
Kenton Rusbridge BSc PgDipSc GIFireE MNZFBI
Senior Station Officer, Onehunga Blue Watch
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ENGINEERING e2e

PROFESSIONAL RECOGNITION

WHAT’S UP FOR 2017?
Megan Rodden provides an update on the IPENZ Futureintech initiative:
There’s a lot going on this year as Engineering Education-to-Employment
(Engineering e2e) progresses various initiatives. The programme is
funded by Government in response to the engineering skills shortage and
aims to increase the number of engineering graduates in New Zealand.
The Engineering e2e Steering Group is also pleased to announce that
Sir Neville Jordan has agreed to continue as Chair through to the end
of October

Sponsored Degrees
Following Engineering e2e-commissioned research into the ‘degree
apprenticeship’ model for educating engineering technologists, the
Steering Group recommended that the Tertiary Education Commission
(TEC) fund a pilot sponsored degree programme. This will be a workbased degree programme designed by employers and institutes of
technology and polytechnics to fill a skills gap. A sponsored degree
project is now under way.
Associate Professor Jane Goodyer of Massey University’s School of
Engineering and Advanced Technology considered international models
and wrote the following reports:
•

Stepping into one another’s world (pdf) 2015

•

UK degree apprenticeships: a year in review (pdf) 2016

Secondary-Tertiary Pathways Projects
There was a lot of enthusiasm when Secondary-Tertiary Pathways
Project managers met in Wellington last month. The six programmes
involve collaboration between secondary and tertiary educators and
local engineering employers. They aim to raise awareness of engineering
careers and prepare secondary school students to study engineering by
teaching maths, physics and technology within an engineering context.
•

Promoting the middle pathway into engineering

•

Connecting three sectors to promote engineering pathways

•

Extending successful secondary-tertiary initiatives

•

Plugging the engineering skills gap

•

Electrotechnology course leads students into engineering

•

Teaching subjects in an engineering context

Engineering Education Regional Hubs
The Engineering e2e Steering Group has also recommended an
investigation into Engineering Education Regional Hubs comprised of
representatives from primary and secondary schools, tertiary institutions
and employers, and aimed at increasing the number of engineering
graduates. This would involve a literature review of education hub
models and engaging stakeholders to develop a vision and direction for
engineering education hubs.
The recommendation follows Engineering e2e’s commissioned
research into potential strategies for students progressing into or within
engineering careers.
•

Creating engineers: climbing the educational staircase

The Engineering Council is the UK regulatory body for the Engineering
Profession and it holds the national registers of 222,000 Engineers not
only in the UK but around the globe, in the following grades:
•

Engineering Technicians (EngTech);

•

Incorporated Engineers (IEng); and

•

Chartered Engineers (CEng).

The letters CEng, IEng or EngTech after your name mark you out as
key members of the fire engineering profession whose work is critical
to your employer’s performance and efficiency. You will command
respect as you perform vital roles in every sector of the fire industry,
with responsibilities ranging from engineering design, manufacture and
construction to system operation, maintenance and commissioning.
The UK Engineering Council is the regulatory body for the UK engineering
profession; it sets and maintains the internationally recognised standard
of professional competence and commitment.
Underneath this framework you have individual professional institutions
who have been accredited by the Council as ‘registration bodies’,
the IFE is one of these bodies. Therefore, to achieve registration
your competence and commitment is independently and thoroughly
assessed by your peers, this is done by the IFE here in New Zealand.

Internationally Recognised
•

Progress through the IFE membership grades as your career
develops

•

Enhance your learning and CV with related CPD

•

Extend your public and private fire sector contacts worldwide

•

Register as a Chartered Engineer, Incorporated Engineer or
Engineering Technician

•

Prove your knowledge by taking the IFE Professional exams

Learn more by following the link to our website: http://ife.org.nz/
professional-recognition

Interested?
View the page for the particular registration that is relevant for your
circumstances and if you require any additional information or
wish to request an application form, contact the Registrants Group
Representative: Michael Clifford – Michael.Clifford@ife.org.nz

FACEBOOK
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Institution-of-FireEngineers-New-Zealand-Branch/267678849946766

LINKEDIN
http://www.linkedin.com/groups/Institution-FireEngineers-New-Zealand-4693920?trk=myg_ugrp_ovr
http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=4694283&trk=myg_ugrp_ovr
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Institution of Fire Engineers NZ Branch
President’s Roll
1930 − 1932

TT

Hugo

1976 − 1977

J

Viner

1932 − 1935

CC

Warner

1977 − 1978

GG

Roberts

1936 − 1937

WH

Barnard

1978 − 1979

RAM

Baillie

1937 − 1946

WL

Wilson

1979 − 1980

JF

Wood

1946 − 1948

A

Drummond

1980 − 1981

RG

Curry

1948 − 1949

G

Dunnachie

1981 − 1982

RG

Sampson

1949 − 1950

J

Philp

1982 − 1983

AR

Osmond

1950 − 1951

R

Preston

1983 − 1984

DM

Neil

1951 − 1952

HG

Hume

1984 − 1985

BT

Joyce

1952 − 1953

G

Drummond

1985 − 1986

GJ

Wrigley

1953 − 1954

D

Catley

1986 − 1988

TJ

Bean

1954 − 1955

WC

Clark

1988 − 1990

SG

Lawson

1955 − 1956

TA

Varley

1990 − 1991

RJ

Estall

1956 − 1957

SB

Irvine

1991 − 1993

AT

Proctor

1957 − 1958

FA

Hardy

1994 − 1995

RH

Bishop

1958 − 1959

IJ

Walker

1995 − 1996

WA

Bedford

1959 − 1960

AW

Bruce

1996 − 1997

WA

Butzbach

1960 − 1962

WJ

Henderson

1997 − 1999

MSC

Brown

1962 − 1963

ALG

Taylor

1999 − 2001

P

Hughes

1963 − 1964

W

Clarkson

2001 − 2003

AP

Menzies

1964 − 1965

DA

Varley

2003 − 2006

MF

Binning

1965 − 1966

J

Lynch

2007 − 2009

BW

Davey

1966 − 1967

IC

Wesley

2010 − 2012

GD

Ward

1967 − 1968

RW

Ford

2013 – 2015

G

Quensell

1968 − 1969

KH

Henderson

2015

T

Fearnley

1969 − 1970

BS

Armstrong

1970 − 1971

BF

Hyland

1971 − 1972

PK

Weeks

1972 − 1973

KJ

Everson

1973 − 1974

W McP

Dyas

1974 − 1975

LC

Johns

1975 − 1976

WJ

Henderson
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